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� e City of Greater Geraldton Heritage Awards 2013 

proudly acknowledge outstanding e� orts by local people 

who have worked to preserve the region’s heritage.  

Award 1 – City of Greater Geraldton Award 

for Excellence in Heritage Building Design and 

Conservation

Winner:  John & Nola Patience

High Commendation:  Peter Dameon

Award 2 - City of Greater Geraldton Award for 

Outstanding Heritage Achievement

Winner:  Gary Martin  

High Commendation:  George Macdonald

Special Recognition:  Jim Trevaskis
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� e City of Greater Geraldton Award for

Winner:   John & Nola Patience                                     

High Commendation:   Peter Dameon

Excellence in Heritage 
Building Design and Conservation





A place called

Glengarry
~

An interview with John and Nola Patience, owners and caretakers of Glengarry 

Station, and recipients of the City of Greater Geraldton Award for Excellence in 

Heritage Building Design and Conservation.

Written and edited by: N & J Patience; J.Wallace  Photographs: J.Wallace and S.Burro



Q: How long have you been the owners of the Glengarry Station Homestead? Did its 

historical signi� cance in� uence your decision in purchasing it? 

We have been the owners of Glengarry since 2006.  Glengarry joins our family 

property “Fairview” which has been in the Patience family since 1912.  It has always 

been a lifelong desire of the Patience men to one day own Glengarry.  ! e historical 

signi� cance did not in� uence our decision to purchase it, but the excellent grazing 

and cropping land.  As a child John and his friends used to go over to Glengarry and 

swim in the Greenough River and he had fond memories of that time. 

At the time of purchase the restoration of the Edith Cowan building was not a 

consideration or priority but we were fully aware of the decay of the building and 

surrounds.   Our main priority was to get the farming property back to a pristine and 

workable condition.                                                                                                                       

We were aware that a Heritage Grant to re-roof the 1912 homestead had been 

applied for by the previous owners, but later found out that they were not successful.  

During the time we were restoring the Edith Cowan building, we ourselves applied 

to Heritage to assist us to re-roof the 1912 homestead and our application was 

successful. ! is work was most urgent as water damage was damaging the pristine 

hand painted pressed tin ceilings within the homestead. 
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A:

! e Origins



Q: Was the building ever inhabited during your ownership? What condition was it 

in when you became owners?

! e Edith Cowan building has never been inhabited whilst we have been the owners 

due to the terrible condition it was in.    We are led to believe that around the 1960s 

the building was still being used to house workers on the property.  Prior to us 

purchasing the property, the Heritage Council had replaced the iron roof on the 

building, but the walls were crumbling inside and out and we were concerned that the 

building may be lost completely. John put props up to hold the roof in place so that 

it would not collapse on itself.  ! e sand from the surrounding area had blown up 

and into the building and there was lots of old building materials laying around plus 

debris from the walls.   ! ere were no ceilings, doors or windows in the building at 

all.  Weeds and grasses were growing in and around the site.
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A:

Q: What a privilege to be the owner of the house Edith Cowan was born in.   What 

do you know about the history of the house?

A" er the property was purchased the realization of the importance of the history 

and the unique set of buildings began to sink in and the responsibility we had to 

preserve what we now owned.  ! e history of Glengarry we found fascinating and 

unfortunately a lot of people do not know the history and its importance.

A:
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Original Glengarry Homestead.

(S.Burro 2013)

Interior of original homestead, featuring 
restoration work on the roof.

(S.Burro 2013)



Q: What triggered the decision to restore the building? Was it the elegance, 

personal/family connection, the history, or other reasons?

Knowing for a long time that the building could cave in on itself and the history lost 

in crumbling ruins, this knowledge was always in the back of our minds.  We always 

said we must do something with the building, but our main priority at the time was 

to get the property up and running.  Being such a large property there was always 

something that needed attention more than the building.  Rita Stinson, who once 

lived in the old building many years ago, knew what terrible condition it was now 

in and that the building could be lost.   She knew of a gentleman (Keith O’Conner) 

who had originally worked on restoring the historical stables complex for a previous 

owner.  She had recently been in contact with him and learnt that he was not working.  

She contacted John and advised him that Keith would be available to come and work 

on the building if we wished.  ! e seed was set.
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A:

                                                                                                                                                         

Q: You must have put a lot of hours, blood sweat and tears into the project.  Can  

you estimate how much time you have spent on the project? 

Credit must go to Rita for putting forward Keith’s name to us and to Keith who had the 

knowledge to work on such a building.  Having worked on many historic buildings he 

knew the tools of the trade and what materials were used during that era.  He had worked 

previously with the Heritage Council and could call on their advice if needed at any time.  

Keith toiled during the cold and wet winter and the searing heat of summer to slowly 

stabilize the walls and rebuild it to where it is today. ! ere is much more that we can 

A:

! e Restoration



do, but for now it is preserved. His knowledge was a great asset to the restoration.  

During Keith’s time there he constructed a � ower garden at the front of the building 

and at the side grew vegetables in the rich soil.  He also sourced materials from old 

shearing sheds and buildings and constructed a fence along the front.  During this 

time when John was constructing a road out the front he unearthed the remnants of a 

� re.  Keith’s keen eye and knowledge realized what had been found and began to dig 

the area and unearthed what was a dumping site.  Many old bottles and pottery were 

found and these have been carefully stored and preserved at another secure location 

o�  the property.   It took nearly 12 months to do the work he did as he was most 

methodical in what he had to do.  At times we could not see any progress, but then 

suddenly it all came together.  Keith commenced in April 2011 and � nished in the 

March of 2012.
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Q: Can you talk us through the progressive stages of restoration? 

 

    

Keith commenced work on the building by � rstly stabilizing the crumbling walls, 

then set about to slowly work on one room at a time.  ! is entailed patching and 

cleaning up the walls where large areas had fallen out and digging out by hand the 

buildup of soil and remnants of the crumbling walls. Nothing was thrown away but 

put to one side. Keith was very mindful of maintaining the fabric of the building and 

the original state of the walls were kept. 

                                                                                                                                                    

Whilst digging out the � oor of the end room on the southern end of the building, which 

Keith believes was the bedroom of Edith’s parents, he found an 1851 penny, which we 

believe was the year the homestead was built.  ! is was cleaned up and later presented 

to the family in December 2011 when a plaque was unveiled at the homestead.  Where 

he could, John would assist Keith with any heavy work or where machinery could be 

A:



used.  � ere was always someone around that Keith could call upon to assist him, but 

mainly he liked to work on his own.   � e front verandah was dug out and a timber 

deck was built.  At all times second hand timbers were used and if not available, new 

had to be used but not very o� en.  � ere were no windows or doors in most of the 

rooms and the timber framing was rotten or not there.   All this had to be removed 

and eventually replaced at a later time.  � e windows and doors had not been 

replaced when Keith � nished his work.

Q: � ere must have been a stage during the renovation which you found most 

daunting.  When would you say that was? 

 

    

� e most daunting part of the restoration was “how much more do we have to do 

to the building with our funds fast running out?”  Also at times we could not see 

any progress with the works.  We did not apply to Heritage for assistance and the 

full restoration was paid for by ourselves.  We knew that if nothing was done to the 

building that it would be lost.                                                                                                     

On a sadder note, the grave site of Edith’s mother, who died giving birth, and her 

unborn child, has been lost.  We believe that the grave was marked, but about 60 years 

ago the paddock was ploughed in and we hear that the worker at the time was made 

to plough the grave in.  Remnants of the old bricks that formed part of the grave can 

be found scattered in the paddock, but the actual burial place we are not sure on.  An 

approximate site has been marked.  � e grave site is about 500 metres only from the 

Edith Cowan building.  It is believed also that a Chinese cook is buried not far from 

the grave site as well.  One day we would love to � nd the actual site and construct a suitable 

headstone and grave.

A:
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One of the door frames of the original 
Glengarry homestead, constructed from mud 
and tree branches.

(S.Burro 2013)

Interior of original homestead, featuring a 
� replace and reminents of faded wall paint 
and border.

(S.Burro 2013)

Stone well featured just outside of the original 
homestead.

( S.Burro 2013)



Q: What is your favourite room in the house?

 

                                                                                                                                                       

I don’t believe that any room within the house is our favorite.  ! e whole ambiance of 

the area I " nd very peaceful oddly enough with the history of the supposed murder 

and beatings.  I enjoy just walking through the building and wandering outside 

picking up any remnants of old bits of pottery, nails, and the like and just wondering 

what it would have been like back then.
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A:

Q: Do you hope to eventually open it to the public? 

At this stage John and I will not open up the area to the general public due to our work 

commitments of running such a large farming enterprise and transport business.

In saying that, at all times, when requested, the public, community groups and 

clubs have always been most welcome to visit the Edith Cowan building and stables 

complex.  ! e main 1912 homestead is out of bounds as it is a private home.  We are 

very happy for others to come and see and appreciate what we have as long as they 

ring to ask permission " rst, respect that it is a working farm and respect that it is 

privately owned and not public buildings. 

A:

! e Result
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Stables nearby the original Glengarry 
homestead; round room was used for 
breaking horses for the Indian Army.

(S.Burro 2013)

Shearing sheds.

(S.Burro 2013)

Old water trough built by ‘Jones & Sons’ in 
1948.

(S.Burro 2013)



Restored tractor located in the sheds near the 
Bakehouse. 

(J.Wallace 2013)
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Old Buick located in the sheds near the 
Bakehouse.

(J.Wallace 2013)

Kitchen paraphernalia found in the Old 
Bakehouse.

(S.Burro 2013)





Award for XXXX

� e City of Greater Geraldton Award for

Outstanding Heritage     

Achievement

Winner:   Gary Martin  

High Commendation:   George Macdonald

Special Recognition:   Jim Trevaskis





Home-grown 
History

~
In July 2013, members of the Heritage Services Team visited the award-winning 

Greenough Museum and Gardens, cared for and curated by Gary Martin and Peter 

Dameon, on behalf of the Community Group of Greenough. A feast for the senses, 

Gary and Peter envisage a community-minded, living and breathing museum, with 

a focus on contemporary and traditional history. Here is an insight into some of the 

exhibits and directions that are currently underway.

~

Written and edited by: J.Wallace and S.Burro    Photographs: S.Burro



Interaction with artefacts

• Unconventional “hands on” museum concept 

where most things can be handled, rather than  

restricted by physical barriers.

• Recreational activities such as the 

boules game area.

• Rooms tailored for specific audiences, but 

appreciated by all ages.

• Within the children’s room of the house, 

photographs have been positioned around 

the room at children’s height, to create a more 

personal experience for young people. Also 

the 1937 rocking horse (made from animal 

skins) provides visitors an opportunity to 

write their thoughts and museum experience 

on the sides of the glass case.

• Pioneer-age dress ups for visiting groups to 

don if they wish, are available in the second 

upstairs room.

Exhibits

• Museum in a Box - community members, 

young and old, can contribute a box of 

historical musings for others to peruse. To 

encourage a turnover of sources, people can 

only contribute a box once every � ve years.

• � e kitchen is open and rustic, where 

articles can be picked up, looked at, and the 

community is welcomed to contribute to the 

collection jars (Peg dollies, buttons, etc.)

Gary Martin is the winner of the City of Greater Geraldton 

Award for Outstanding Heritage Achievement 2013

• Gary has had help from the Greenough Regional 

Prison to put in a false wall in the “Maley Room” 

so that photos of the Maley family can be hung 

on the wall to produce a Maley family tree.

Contemporary Collections

� e Museum
with Gary Martin
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Future DirectionsAmbience

• Headphones are available in the children’s 

room and create a feel for the setting with old 

nursery rhymes and recordings of children 

singing. Similarly when entering the “adults 

room,” the recording is of an old piano 

playing, evoking a di� erent sense of place for 

each area of the house. 

• In regard to future directions, Gary would  

like members of the Greenough Community 

to contribute their own recordings, to re� ect 

an aural sense of place inside the museum.

• � e atmosphere both within and outside the 

building is tranquil but friendly. Native bird 

songs accompany your walk between buildings/

rooms, with the occasional waddling duck 

crossing paths with you in the courtyard.

• Risers on the steps to the second level will 

feature “Tread carefully” written in each 

of the languages of the front � ats over the 

years, beginning with Amangu (Aboriginal 

language).

• A theatrette equipped with a � at screen television, 

with  assistance from grant funding.

• � e establishment of a Research Room whereby 

histories can be shared and discovered, with 

records, micro� che and computer access.
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Agriculture vs Aquaculture

• Freely accessible to the public to wander 

through, observing and harvesting the 

produce, the majority of the plants have been 

cultivated from local heirloom seeds.

• Established aquaculture baths with perch.

• Where possible, native plants have been 

established to attract local insects and bird life.

Workshops

• � ere is a plan to re-vegetate the front paddock 

with trails and bush tucker plants – collaborating 

respectfully with Aboriginal groups.

� e Garden
with Peter Dameon

• Cooking from your garden workshops.

Respect

• Gardening equipment and structures have 

been made from recycled products. � ese 

include hessian sacks used for growing 

bags of potatoes, plastic vats with PVC pipe 

shelves for lettuces to grow from and recycled 

branches/wood to create frames for vines to 

grow on.

Recycling

Peter Dameon was awarded a ‘High Commendation’ for the 

City of Greater Geraldton Award for Excellence in Heritage 

Building Design and Conservation
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Judy and Gary walking down to Elizabeth’s 
Garden. 

(S.Burro 2013)

One of the vats cultivating a hydroponic 
harvest of fresh greens and herbs.

(S.Burro 2013)

Some of the fresh greens available from their 
hydroponic harvest.

(S.Burro 2013)
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A recycled bath tub is used for a water garden.

(S.Burro 2013)

An unconventional way of growing potatoes; 
recycled hessian sacks are utilised to hold soil, 
compost and potato cuts.

(S.Burro 2013)

A recycled vat and pvc pipe is used to create 
planters for lettuce and herb seedlings.

(S.Burro 2013)



Mining on
the Mind

~
An interview with George Macdonald, recipient of a ‘High Commendation’ for the 

City of Greater Geraldton Award for Outstanding Heritage Achievement.

~

Written and edited by: J.Wallace and G.Macdonald



Q: When did you � rst become interested in research? Was there something that 

ignited your passion? 

Northampton, the Shire and its immediate environs, has been my chosen place of 

residence for almost 40 years. Its history is captivating. Very early on I realised to be 

accepted as a local you had to be born second generation, (tongue in cheek) so to gain 

that acceptance it was easier to build a rapport with the land. Following the journeys 

of the early explorers became more engrossing and as I travel through the area it gives 

me great satisfaction to know that Grey, Roe, Gregory and King had been near that 

spot many years before and had a profound in! uence on the area’s development.

Exploration has always been a great enthusiasm of mine, whether grass roots or 

following others exploits.

Q: Were you ever involved in mining? Why research mining?  

Not directly in mining but I spent 20 years in mineral exploration with companies 

such as Esso Minerals, Mount Isa Mines and West Australian Minerals.  Although 

most of my work was in remote areas of West Australia, six of those years were spent 

on the Northampton Mineral Field and gave me the chance to visit almost all of the 

mine sites (157 at last count). My interest then was in geological structures and a 

fascination with minerals. It’s only a" er joining the Northampton Historical Society 

13 years ago that I have looked at them from a social view. However, my interest is not 

wholly con� ned to mining.
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A:

A:

Ideas and Inspiration



Section from Augustus Charles Gregory’s map of the ‘Settlers’ Expedition’ of 1848, showing the name changes he made to rivers, 

incorrectly named by George Grey.  Taken from “George Grey and King’s Table Hill” by George Macdonald, 2013.
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Q: Concentrating on your research on mining, can you estimate how many hours 

you have done? What avenues have you used in your research? 

How many hours? No –  years. Researching the history of mining in the Northampton 

Mineral Field has been one of my diversions since 2000. I have been lucky enough 

to have had conversations with some of the miners on the ! eld which gave me an 

insight of the conditions prevailing in the third mineral boom between 1948 and the 

1970s. Having twice worked in the ! eld in exploration gave me access to geological 

information and to data held by the Geological Survey of Western Australia. (Maps, 

Mine Plans, Geological Structures and Mineral Production etc.). Nevertheless the 

GSWA was only formed in 1896 and records before that time are practically non-

existent forcing me to rely on newspaper articles obtained through Trove on the 

internet. So far I have three arch lever ! les of them ! led chronologically. I still visit 

many of the mine sites as o" en as I can in search of structures that may give a clearer 

picture of their workings.
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A:

Process and Research

Q: # e research on George Grey must have been fascinating.  What instigated this 

interest? 

 
While collecting historical maps of the early exploration days for the Northampton 

Historical Society Incorporated, I noticed that King’s Table Hill changed position 

from the western side of a group of three hills on the earliest maps to the east side on 

later ones. While trying to resolve this inconsistency I remembered George Grey had 

mentioned King’s Table Hill in his Expeditions in Western Australia 1837-1839. 

On re-reading the relevant volume I was completely bewildered as to where he was in 

relation to the hills and rivers we know today. # e only way I could make sense of the 

A:
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mystery was to re-trace his actual movements. � at was last year. Nagging doubts about 

the thoroughness of my investigation prompted me to revisit the conundrum this year.

‘Most current Australian research is done at a distance and without a rigorous approach…

As a result, our national story is still very super� cial’ -Professor J.M.R.Cameron.

Q: Are you presently working on other projects or is this one ongoing for you?

 

    Tony Robinson (Baldric of Black Adder fame) leads a team of experts around Britain to 

investigate a wide range of archaeological and historical sites. I have incorporated this 

technique into my research and so far have identi! ed the site of the ! rst lead smelter at 

the Geraldine (not the Warribanno Chimney), uncovered a ‘Buddle’ at the Wheal  of 

Fortune (correct spelling), a structure used in the concentration of copper ore, found 

the sites of four of the ! ve smelters recorded in the Mid West, including the one in 

Geraldton, and will continue to pursue this method.                                                                   

Northampton celebrates its sesquicentennial next year, 2014, and to commemorate the 

event it is intended to excavate a ‘time capsule’ that was planted under the cornerstone 

of the Mechanics Institute by one of Samuel Mitchell’s daughters in 1880. � at building 

is no longer with us and no one knows if the capsule was ever retrieved. Hopefully it is 

still there and another ‘time capsule’ will take its place elsewhere in town.

A:



Q: If you could live through an historical event having your time over, what               

would it be and why?

In April 1852, Messrs. Habgood and Carter were deputed by the Directors of the 

Geraldine Mine to proceed there for the purpose of making an inspection of the 

works being done. ! ey sailed to Port Gregory in the William Pope which was the " rst 
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A:

! e Experience

Q: What would be the most memorable research moment you have experienced?   

Can you share it with us?

! ere is not one moment that stands out above the rest but there are a few occasions 

that imprinted an indelible smile on my face.  When the Lions Club of Northampton 

helped me uncover the ‘Buddle’ at the Wheal of Fortune Mine it was done with such 

enthusiasm that one really felt like being part of a ‘Time Team’.  Identifying and " nding the 

‘Terrace’ at Oakabella Creek of which George Grey writes, reinforced my belief that 

explorers, when describing topographical features, really chose signi" cant landmarks.  

Pinpointing the site of the " rst smelter at the Geraldine and " nding some of the le# over 

slag I got the slag cut by our local lapidary man, as well as slag from the McGuire Mine 

smelter and a# er seeing the amount of lead still le#  in the samples it brought home to 

me just how ine$ ectual these smelters had been.  Standing at the approximate position 

where George Grey saw the “Table-Hill of King bore E. by S. distant " ve miles” and 

realising that he had seen Mount Minchin instead, gave me the solution to the riddle 

that has puzzled me for years.

A:



recorded ship to berth there, piloted in by A.C. Gregory who had surveyed the port 

in December 1849.  Now, if I had been on that trip I would have met Augustus Charles 

Gregory, my most revered Australian explorer, (and I forgive him for doing George Grey 

the dishonour of renaming his rivers), met with Robert Mace Habgood, the eventual sole 

owner of the Geraldine Mine and met with some of the � rst convicts to be sent to W.A. 

and who were working at the smelter. But I would also have witnessed the � rst pour of 

pig-lead in W.A. 

As we approached, we were grati� ed by the observing raging � re, and hearing its roar as 

it rushed through the furnace and along the � ues, and seeing Mr. Pearson and his men 

busily at their work, stirring up the heated mass within, but were still more satis� ed, a! er 

some hours, when we saw through the furnace doors the lead, like quicksilver, running in 

all directions from the heated ore to the furnace mouth.                                                              

                                                                                       ! e Perth Gazette, 30 April 1852, p4.
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King’s Table Hill, taken from the west (G.Macdonald, 2012)





A trip down

Memory Lane
~

An interview with Jim Trevaskis, recipient of a ‘Special Recognition’ Award for the 

City of Greater Geraldton Award for Outstanding Heritage Achievement.

~

Written and edited by J. Trevaskis and J. Wallace



Q: Can you tell us when you � rst became interested in interviews and historical 

anecdotes? Is it an interest that you have always had, or has it developed over time?

When I was appointed to Geraldton High School in 1956 I wanted to know all 

about the history of Geraldton and the settlement of the early stations. ! e available 

printed information was quite meagre. I have read most of the books since written.  

Interviewing was a normal part of my role as a high school principal.  In retirement I 

started attending the library’s oral history mornings in 2002.

Q: You were interviewed for “Voiceprints”. Was that the � rst time you had ever 

been interviewed? Were you satis� ed with the exchange? 

 

In the late 1970s I was interviewed by Gerald Stone on National Television as part 

of the Great Debate (on education).  Glenn Barndon interviewed me on Wednesday 

Morning Conversation Hour on ABC Regional Radio (as did the late Bruce Anderson 

on a similar earlier programme). Glenn Barndon has called me on a few other 

occasions.   (In relation to “Voiceprints”) Bill Bunbury is an excellent and very 

experienced Oral History Interviewer.  For many years he had a regular session on 

the ABC Radio and then on Radio National.  He has published books based on Oral 

History.  Copies may be in the Geraldton Regional Library.
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A:

A:

! e Idea



Jim in the 1970s, Headmaster of Geraldton Senior College (Geraldton Regional Library)

Leading a group of school boys in a re-enactment of the Geroge Grey Walk from Kalbarri To Perth.  Boys walked from Kalbarri 

To Geraldton. 1979.  (H.Leaver 1979)
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Jim conducting an interview at one of the Library’s Oral History Mornings (Geraldton Regional Library)

From le�  to right: Cr. Tarleah � omas, and Cr. Neil Bennett present Jim with a certi� catge of High Commendation . (S.Burro 

2012)
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Q: How do you prepare for an interview? Could you brie� y explain the steps you 

must go through for a complete Oral History?

 ! e Pre-Recording Interview is most important for a successful recorded oral history 

interview. ! is usually takes place at the interviewee’s residence. Photographs on 

display are always noted and helpful. I take written notes and these give me a ‘road 

map’ for the actual interview.   Nearly everyone has lent me relevant material to read 

through at home. Some even provide a copy of family history or autobiography. 

! is can be in typescript, handwritten or published. Chatting over a “cuppa” is also 

helpful.  Number of hours per interview? ! e above pre-recording interview from 

arrival to departure lasts about 1 ½ hours plus travelling time has to be added to this.  

! is is then repeated for the actual recording back home where I listen to the whole 

interview and list spelling of places and names for eventual transcription (Hopefully). 

! e memory card, biographical sheet etc are then all delivered to the Library’s 

Heritage Services.

A:

! e Process

Q: You have trained and mentored during your time working for the Geraldton Regional 

Library. What would you consider to be the most important aspect of a good recording?
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Obviously the subject matter needs to be memorable. ! e importance of preparation, 

research and the highlights of the interviewee’s story need to be known.  ! e 

interviewer’s questions need to be brief and the interviewee’s responses should 

hopefully be expansive.

A:



Q: How many Oral History interviews have you done? Which was/were the most 

memorable? 

Fi! y one interviews and a special Geraldton Bowling Club Centenary involving 

Twenty one short interviews .

Longest Interview:   Bill Newbold, 4 ½ hours

Oldest Interviewee:   Elsie Wheat  104 years old March 2006

First Digital Recording:   Andree Hayward   August 2009

Most Distance travelled:  100km to East Binnu  July 2011

Most unusual:    Horry Curley   February 2013

Saddest:    Merv Slavin       

    He had gone to R.P.H for a heart operation – caught the Golden  

    Staph infection and came back  to Geraldton without legs!

A:

# e Experience

Q: Who would you especially like to interview? 
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In my dreams: Nicole Kidman – my favourite actress. I’d be delving into all aspects of 

acting – especially as her roles have been so diversi$ ed.  In reality (but also in one’s 

dreams): Barack Obama – a brilliant and inspiring leader and orator. His value systems 

are so laudable. Perhaps I’d like to know how he gets to sleep each night!

A:





For more information, contact:

Heritage Services

Geraldton Regional Library

37 Marine Terrace  

Geraldton  WA  6530

Phone:  (08) 9956 6659  

Email:  library@cgg.wa.gov.au 

    

 


